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Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72RS
Bottom Mount Upright Three

Door 1912L Fridge

$6,061.08 +GST

View more Product Details

Add to Cart                              

Request a Quote                    

Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72RS Bottom Mount Upright Three Door 1912L Fridge, a powerhouse of precision cooling. Its advanced
digital temperature control and monitoring system ensures optimal freshness, complemented by a hot gas condensate system
for efficiency. The stainless-steel finish exudes modernity, while the galvanized steel back and bottom guarantee durability.
Inside, the refrigerator maintains products between 32°C to 41°C. User-friendly features include auto-closing doors, pressure
release devices, and easy-grip handles. With safety shielded LED lighting, sturdy wire shelves, and heavy-duty casters, it's a
blend of innovation and reliability. Choose the FRB-72RS for exceptional refrigeration, and explore optional models with
reversible doors and eco-friendly refrigerants.
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Fresh Refrigeration FRB-72RS Bottom Mount Upright
Three-Door Fridge,
an epitome of advanced cooling technology and durability. Boasting a digital temperature control and monitoring system,
coupled with a hot gas condensate mechanism and automatic defrost system, this fridge ensures precise temperature
maintenance. Its robust stainless steel finish on the top, front, sides, and doors, along with a galvanized steel back and bottom,
promises both resilience and modern elegance.
The user-centric design features auto-closing doors, a pressure release device, and sturdy easy-grip handles, ensuring effortless
accessibility. The refrigerator section maintains products between 32°C and 41°C (0°C and 5°C), guaranteeing optimal storage
conditions. With safety shielded LED lighting, heavy-duty casters, and optional features like a left-hinged model and
environmentally-friendly refrigerant, the FRB-72RS stands as a pinnacle of cooling excellence.

Cutting-Edge Cooling: Advanced digital temperature control for precise maintenance.
Unwavering Performance: Hot gas condensate & auto defrost ensure reliability.
Enduring Elegance: Stainless steel finish, galvanized steel back - resilience & style.
User-Focused Design: Auto-closing doors, pressure release, easy-grip handles.
Ideal Storage: Fridge (32°C to 41°C) for optimal conditions.
Enhanced Accessibility: Safety-shielded LED lighting, sturdy casters.
Tailored Options: Left-hinged model, eco-friendly refrigerant choice.
Epitome of Excellence: FRB-72RS - where innovation meets durability in cooling.

Additional Information

Country of Manufacture Korea

External Colour Stainless Steel

Brand Fresh Refrigeration

Model FRB-72RS

Warranty 2 Year Parts and Labour

Temperature Operating Range C 0°C ~ 5°C

GEMS & MEPS Approved Yes

Temperature Display / Control Digital control

Refrigerant R-404A

External Dimensions (mm) 2090 mm (W) x 790 mm (D) x 1195 mm (H)

Capacity/Volume Volume: 1912 Liters

Other Details Voltage_(V/Hz/Ř): 220/50,60/1 HP: 1/2 Gross_Weight: 250

Leg / Caster information 4" heavy-duty casters with brakes standard

Power Information Power Supply = 6 Amps

Power Usage 900W

Door Information Door hinged = LH, RH

Interior Lighting Yes

Defrost Auto or Manual Automatic

About the Product

Don't miss out on the best deal for the Fresh Refrigeration
FRB-72RS, a 1912L Bottom Mount Upright Three Door Fridge.
Purchase the FRB-72RS and all commercial Solid Door Vertical
Fridges now, with Australia-wide delivery.
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Notes

For WA customers there will be an extra surcharge of $880.00 +
GST per cabinet for delivery over and above the standard freight
cost over the online freight matrix your invoice will be adjusted by
our team.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price $9,545.00
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